
TEN QUESTIONS ON ACES WEEKLY 

 

1. Who are you and what are you working on right now? 

David Lloyd - widely known for V For Vendetta, and now publishing Aces Weekly, an EXCLUSIVELY digital 
online comic art anthology magazine, featuring some of the finest creators in the world. 
 

2. What drew you to digital comics? 

The ease of production.  Just put the pages together and send them out to subscribers.  No printing, 
warehousing, distribution, wholesale or retail costs.  We go straight from the creator to the buyer.   
 

3. Webcomics or digital comics? 

Same thing technically, except some webcomics are downloadable and others aren’t, and they become 
comics in print if the creator decides to publish them as such.  Some other digital comics are offered for sale 
in print first and then as digital editions.  Aces Weekly offers its contents exclusively digitally via 
subscription.  And we’re in landscape format tailored to fit all computer screens from tablet to desktop 
without complication  - unlike some digital comics that are portrait in format and simulate the appearance of 
a ‘ real ‘ comic.  And then there’s ‘ motion comics ‘.  We're mainly in the business of just putting fantastic 
comic art on screen instead of on paper.    
 

4. What do you think works with digital comics? 

The means of delivery is its greatest strength as far as we're concerned, though I use 
digital/computer-created effects in much of my work, and the efficiency and speed involved in using digital 
colour and lettering is another plus.  The use of motion is something that doesn't work for me in almost all 
the examples I've seen, though a couple of our contributors have used one form of this technique in Aces 
Weekly.  
 

5.Can digital comics replace print comics? 

Well, they can and they might, in the same way that online newspapers and ebooks may eventually take 
over from print editions. 

 

6. How can print comics work with digital comics? 

I'm not sure they should or need to, except that many readers are wedded to the experience of reading print 
comics and find it difficult to transfer, so maybe if separate, exclusively digital comics were produced 
featuring popular characters previously only available in print comics they’d act as an encouragement for 
readers to go to digital.  But then, the print comics of many publishers already have a ‘ second life ‘ in digital 
versions, so I guess few of them are desperate to convert regular comics readers to digital, when they can 
sell both forms to those who like digital and those who aren’t yet convinced, until they have to give more 
attention to one or the other according to sales results.       
 

 

 



7. What don’t you like about digital comics?  

Most all of the motion comics I've seen – which are neither good animation nor good comic art. 
 

8. What digital comics/webcomics do you read? 

The ones we produce and publish for Aces Weekly. 
 

9. Where do you see digital comics going from here? 

To be the future - and hopefully always in a form where the artistic value of them thrives as much as their 
ability to entertain.   
 

10. Who do you think we should look out for in digital comics? 

 
All the great creators we have published in Aces Weekly already, and those who are lined up for publishing 
in Aces Weekly, including David Hitchcock, John McCrea, Phil Hester, Lew Stringer, Jimmy Broxton, Mark 
Wheatley, Yishan Li, Herb Trimpe, Paul Maybury, Bill Sienkiewicz, Marc Hempel, James Hudnall, Carl 
Critchlow, Kev Hopgood, Steve Bissette, Val Mayerick, Henry Flint, Dan Christensen... and many more. 
 

 
Ongoing subscriptions to Aces Weekly at £6.99, $9.99 and € 7.99 for a seven-issue, 210-page volume, are 
available via www.acesweekly.co.uk. 
 
We’re on Facebook at www.facebook.com/acesweekly. At Twitter on www.twitter.com/@acesweekly. 

And see our terrific trailers at http://youtu.be/n1G9iwsTqsc and at http://youtu.be/xQZWSxPkkDI.  

Contact the publisher, David Lloyd at lforlloyd@aol.com or info@acesweekly.co.uk.  Or on +447947 
013160. 
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